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Freshmen ................................................  Wednesday, September 15
Students on Special Programs..........................Thursday, Friday, September 16, 17
Upper Classes ...........................................................................Monday, September 20
Classes Begin ...............................................................................Tuesday, September 21
Columbus Day; School closed....................................................... Tuesday, October 12
Armistice Day: School closed .................................................Thursday, November 11
Thanksgiving Recess; School closed.................................. Wednesday, November 24
through November 28
Christmas Recess begins ........................................................... Thursday, December 16
1955
Classes Resume ...................................................................................Monday, January 3




Second Semester begins ..................................................................Monday, January 31
Washington’s Birthday; School closed ...................................... Tuesday, February 22
Evacuation Day; School closed ..................................................... Thuursday, March 17
Spring Recess begins .............................................................................Saturday, April 2
Classes Resume .....................................................................................Monday, April 11
Patriot’s Day; School closed ..............................................................Tuesday, April 19
Classes End..................................................................................................Friday, May 13
Second Semester Examinations..............................................................Monday, May 16
through May 27
THE UNIVERSITY BUILDING WILL BE CLOSED 
ON ALL LEGAL HOLIDAYS
SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL
HISTORICAL DATA
The first unit of Suffolk University has been in successful operation for forty- 
seven years. Suffolk Law School was founded in September 1906, and was chartered 
with degree granting powers by the Legislature of Massachusetts in 1914.
Early in its history the Suffolk Law School gained wide recognition as a 
training school for lawj'ers. Self-supporting students in an ever widening circle 
found in Suffolk a haven of opportunity. Judges, lawyers, business men, leaders in 
political and civic life owe their advancement to the training received at Suffolk 
Law School. The rising cost of higher education in recent years has brought about 
an extension of Suffolk’s educational program. Although New England has been 
long famous for its colleges and universities, until 1934 when Suffolk College of 
Liberal Arts was founded there was no opportunity east of New York City where 
an ambitious man or woman might earn a Bachelor of Arts Degree entirely through 
evening study. Suffolk was the first to recognize and to provide for this need—its 
Liberal Arts department opening its doors to students September 24, 1934. The 
Legislature of Massachusetts gave the new college a special degree-granting charter 
in February 1935.
A Graduate School of Law was established in September, 1935, and a College 
of Journalism one year later. The various departments of Suffolk University were 
incorporated by the Massachusetts Legislature in April, 1937.
A building campaign was at once inaugurated to provide adequate facilities for 
the growing institution. The main building (erected in 1920-21) and annex 
(1923-1924) were remodeled and upper stories added thus providing a thoroughly 
up-to-date University Building.
Completion and dedication of the University Building occurred in February 1938 
—delegates from fifty colleges and universities participating in impressive ceremonies.
SUMMARY OF DEPARTMENTS DATE ESTABLISHED
Suffolk Law School ..................................................September 19, 1906
College of Liberal Arts.............................................. September 24, 1934
Graduate School of Law ........................................ September 23, 1935
College of Journalism ............................................. September 22, 1936
College of Business Administration .................... September 27, 1937
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THE CORPORATION
Corporate Name: Suffolk University
OFFICERS OF THE CORPORATION 
George B. Rowell, Chairman 
Honorable John E. Fenton, Vice Chairman 
Hiram J. Archer, Clerk 
Honorable Frank J. Donahue, Treasurer
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Hiram J. Archer, Esq.
Professor, Suffolk University 
Law School
Hon. Frank J. Donahue
Justice, Massachusetts 
Superior Court
Hon. John E. Fenton









Professor of Accounting, 
Harvard University
Bernard J. Killion, Esq.
Member,
Killion, Connolly and Williams,
Attorneys at Law
Term Expires June 1934
George H. Spillane 
Retired, Formerly District 
Manager, Boston No. I District 
John Hancock Mutual Life Ins. Co, 
of Boston, Massachusetts
Term Expires June 1935
George B. Rowell, Esq.
Member, Warner, Stackpole, Stetson 
& Bradlee, Attorneys at Law
Term Expires June 1936
Rexford a. Bristol Walter M. Burse, Esq.
Treasurer, The Foxboro Company President, Suffolk University
Term Expires June 1937
John Griffin
Treasurer, Joseph P. Manning Co.
Term Expires June 1958 
Ernest R. Blaisdell 
New England District Manager,
The Structural Slate and
National Slate Blackboard Companies
r
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OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION
Robert J. Munce, A.B., A.M. Acting President
Arthur W. Hanson, A.B., M.B.A., A.M., LL.B., Litt.D.
Vice-President
John F. X. O'Brien, B.B.A., M.B.A., LL.B. Acting Dean
Edward G. Hartmann, A.B., A.M., S.B. in L.S., Ph.D.
Library Director
FACULTY
John F. X. O'Brien, B.B.A., M.B.A., LL.B., Boston University,
Acting Dean; Professor of Law
Samuel Abrams, A.B., A.M., LL.B., Harvard University,
Professor of Law
Hiram J. Archer, LL.B., University of Maine,
Professor of Law
Raymond C. Baldes, S.B., LL.B., LL.M., Boston University,
Professor of Law
Charles A. Birmingham, A.B., Boston College; LL.B., Boston Uni­
versity ; LL.D., Boston College, Professor of Law
Richard J. Cotter, Jr., A.B., LL.B., Harvard University,
Instructor in Law
Malcolm M. Donahue, A.B., Harvard University; LL.B.,
Boston University, Instructor in Law
Edward F. Flynn, LL.B., Boston University, Professor of Law
Arthur V. Getchell, A.B., Litt.D., Calvin Coolidge College; LL.B., 
LL.M., Suffolk University; JuR.D., Portia Law School,
Professor of Law
Samuel B. Horovitz, A.B., LL.B., Harvard University,
Assistant Professor of Law
John Laurence Hurley, A.B., Bowdoin College;
LL.B., Suffolk University, Professor of Law
Harold G. Jackson, LL.B., Northeastern University,
Assistant Professor of Law
Leon J. Kowal, LL.B., Northeastern University, Professor of Law
Henry M. Leen, A.B., LL.B., Boston College,
Assistant Professor of Law
"Walter F. Levis, LL.B., Boston University,
Professor of Law
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John N. O’Donohue, LL.B., Suffolk University,
Professor of Law
Raymond T. Parke, A.B., A.M., LL.B., Harvard University,
Professor of Law
Thomas Reed Powell, A.B., LL.D., University of Vermont; Ph.D., 
Columbia University; LL.B., Harvard University; D.C.L., Uni­
versity of New Mexico; Story Professor of Law, Emeritus, Har­
vard University, Professor of Law 
Leo a. Reed, LL.B., J.D., Suffolk University,
Assistant Professor of Law 
Joseph Schneider, Professor of Law
Donald R. Simpson, A.B., Dartmouth College; LL.B., Boston University, 
Professor of Law
Rcxier a. Stinchfield, B.S., Colby College; LL.B., LL.M., Suffolk Uni­
versity, Professor of Law
Kenneth B. Williams, LL.B., LL.M., Suffolk University,
Professor of Law
Leo Wyman, LL.B., Suffolk University,
Professor of Law
LECTURERS
Hon. Amos N. Blandin, Jr., A.B., Dartmouth College; LL.B., Harvard 
University; J.S.D., Suffolk University, 
fustice, Supreme Court of New Hampshire 
Hon. Frank J. Donahue, LL.B., J.D., LL.D., Suffolk University, 
fustice, Superior Court of Massachusetts 
Hon. John E. Fenton, A.B., Holy Cross College; LL.B., S.J.D., Suffolk 
University; LL.D., Merrimack College, 
fudge, Land Court of Massachusetts 
Hon. Eugene A. Hudson, LL.B., J.D., Suffolk University 
fustice, Superior Court of Massachusetts 
Hon. David G. Nagle, LL.B., J.D., Suffolk University 
fustice, Superior Court of Massachusetts 
Richard H. Nolan, A.B., Holy Cross College; LL.B., Suffolk University
FACULTY ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE
Professor Parke, Chairman Professor Powell
Professor D. R. Simpson Professor Hurley
OFFICE STAFF
Mrs. Molly Smith Cohen — Secretary to the Dean 
Miss Rosemary Fratelli — Recorder
r
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BUILDING AND EQUIPMENT
University Building
The University Building is a modern fireproof structure located at the 
corner of Derne and Temple Streets, Beacon Hill. The cornerstone of the 
first unit of the building was laid in 1920 by Calvin Coolidge, then Gov­
ernor of Massachusetts and later President of the United States. The last 
unit was added in 1937 and the completed building was formally dedi­
cated in February 1938.
The University Building occupies the entire space bounded by Temple 
Street, Derne Street and Ridgeway Lane. Eleven dwelling houses were 
razed to make way for this massive structure. The building has total floor 
area of more than 82,000 square feet. Located in it are the Executive 
Offices, the University Library, twenty-three lecture halls, laboratories for 
Biology, Chemistry and Physics, the University Auditorium, Faculty Rooms, 
Trustees’ Room and Bookstore.
The University Library
The University Library occupies the major portion of the third floor of 
the University Building. The main reading room is beautifully lighted 
and has electrically operated ventilators. Including the balcony there is a 
total stack capacity of forty-five thousand volumes affording opportunity 
for expansion. Each department is receiving regularly important accessions 
of the latest works in its field. All books, except those on required reading 
lists which are on reserve and are kept at the charging desk, are on the 
shelves open to the students, faculties and alumni.
In addition to the standard reference books and texts needed for the 
various courses, the Library receives regularly many newspapers, periodi­
cals and government publications. The Library is open from 9:00 A.M. 
to 10:00 P.M. Monday through Friday; 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. 
Saturday.
The University Library serves not only the Law School, but also the 
College of Liberal Arts, the College of Journalism, the College of Busi­
ness Administration, and the Graduate School of Law. Reference books, 
encyclopedias, classical and historical volumes, source material for research 
and other aids to scholarship are provided.
The Law Library
The Law Section of the Library has been greatly enlarged during recent 
years. The Library now has complete state reports for the forty-eight 
states, a full set of English reports, and a collection of law reviews from 
leading law schools in America.
Thus, the Law School is able to offer one of the most complete Law 
Libraries in this section of the country, the law section itself of the Uni­
versity Library comprising more than twenty thousand volumes.
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METHOD OF INSTRUCTION
The method of instruction in Suffolk University Law School combines 
the study of cases and texts with lectures designed to develop legal rea­
soning and a knowledge of principles and rules. The competent practice 
of the law demands an ability to analyze complicated fact situations, as 
well as a knowledge of legal principles and a trained power of legal reason­
ing. Diagnosis is as important in legal practice as in medical prac­
tice. It is as essential for the lawyer to determine what is fundamentally 
involved in a legal controversy as it is for a doctor to ascertain the ail­
ment of a patient. Accordingly, analysis of decisions and, quite as essen­
tially, of fact situations, is a significant and important part of the system 
of instruction.
COURTS OF THE LAW SCHOOL
There are four courts for undergraduates modeled upon the Massachu­
setts Supreme Judicial Court, Superior Court, Probate Court and District 
Court. The practice in these courts is conducted in accordance with the 
actual practice in the State Courts; in these courts members of the Faculty 
of trial experience will preside. Each Court has its Clerk, who is required 
to conduct his office in strict accordance with the conduct of the offices 
of the Clerks of Courts in this State.
Students must institute actions in these courts and conduct them through 
their various stages to final judgment or decree, each student being re­
quired to take entire charge of, and to be responsible for, his case. The 
student acquires experience in the more common matters of practice which 
he will encounter in his first years of professional life.
The practice, so far as is possible, follows that of actual litigation. 
Evidence is presented, exceptions taken, and appeals claimed. The court 
work is required of all regular students and must be completed satisfactorily 
as a condition of graduation. Record is kept of the work of each student 
in order to teach by experience the penalties which are imposed in practice 
for negligence or a failure in punctuality. The court work is established to 
afford the widest possible experience in practice, pleading and evidence.
SEMINARS AND GROUP CONFERENCES
Since successful study of the law depends upon the power of the student 
to acquire the skilled lawyer’s mode of thought, — the legal mind, — 
conferences with individual students and with small groups conducted 
by members of the Faculty will be held with first and second year students 
to that end. Specifically the objects in view are to show that the law is a 
science, a body of rules and principles upon which society depends; that 
these rules and principles can be learned and properly applied by independ­
ent individual ogical analysis. Students will be aided so far as possible
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both in their mode of thought in the solution of particular issues and in 
acquiring a balanced view of related parts of the law, by oral discussion and 
advice. Carefully prepared problems are assigned for written solution. 
These solutions are subsequently criticized rigorously as to legal sub­
stance, clearness and force of expression, and the elements of good literary 
form so as to train the students in the art of drafting convincing forensic 
expressions of the results reached by accurate analysis of facts and of the 
applicable law.
DEPARTMENT OF STUDENT HEALTH AND HYGIENE
A Department of Student Health and Hygiene is maintained by the 
University and is concerned with the activities which directly and in­
directly affect student health. The Department has a complete program, 
covered by player insurance, of treatment, hospitalization and x-rays for 
athletes.
The Medical Office is located in Room 49 where the necessary staff 
and equipment are available at all times for first aid and other minor 
difficulties. A physician is in attendance at the University at stated hours 
and is available for emergency call at all hours. The Medical Office may 
be reached by calling CApitol 7-1040, Extension 15.
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
Suffolk University has a well-formulated program of student activities 
designed to develop and encourage the personal qualities of leadership, 
initiative, cooperation and sportsmanship. The maintenance of a satis­
factory scholastic standard, however, is a prerequisite for participation in 
these activities. A member of the administrative staff of the College has 
been appointed to serve as Director of Student Activities. The Director 
works closely with student groups in all matters of organization, meetings, 
public performance, etc. A list of activities open to dl qualified students 
in the University is printed in the Catalogue of the College.
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
The Suffolk University Law Society was organized in September 1948. 
The purposes of the Society are to afford opportunity for analysis and 
discussion of legal problems and for preparation of briefs and argument 
of causes. The Society extends invitation to members of the Bar and of 
the Faculty to address the members upon various phases of the actual 
practice of the law. The constitution of the Society limits its membership, 
but contains no conditions of eligibility. It is customary, however, to 
select new members from those students who have completed the first 
year’s work and who have attained high scholastic standing.
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The W'ig and Rohe Society is an organization to membership in which 
all students in the Law School are eligible. It maintains club rooms in 
close proximity to the School in which it has the reports of the Supreme 
Judicial Court of the Commonwealth, the Federal Reports, Corpus Juris, 
text books and other legal material available to its membership. Guest 
lecturers are procured to speak on problems of the law. It is an aim of the 
Society to foster a closer unity between students. Faculty and alumni.
THE SUFFOLK LAW SCHOOL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
This is a large and active organization of former students now on the 
Bench or at the Bar of the New England states. The Fall, Winter, and 
Spring dinners each year at Boston’s famed Parker House bring noted 
jurists, leading lawyers, and other distinguished speakers for addresses on 
current legal problems. It maintains a SCHOLARSHIP FUND from 
annual contributions of its members which provided tuition for twelve 
students during 1953-1954. Additional grants will be made.
SCHOLARSHIPS
Fairchild Scholarship
The Fairchild Scholarship was established in December, 1946, by Mrs. 
Julian D. Fairchild of Brooklyn, N. Y., in memory of her late husband.
Steinberg Scholarship
This scholarship was established by Louis H. Steinberg of the Class of 
1925.
The income of these funds is awarded annually in the discretion of the 
Faculty on the basis of scholarship, character and need.
David I. W'alsh Scholarship
The Trustees of the University have established a three year scholarship 
in memory of the late Senator David I. Walsh, to be awarded by the Pres­
ident of the College of the Holy Cross to a graduate of that institution 
who is worthy and desirous of studying law at the Suffolk University Law 
School. This scholarship includes tuition, all fees and books necessary for 
the course. The recipient will receive the scholarship for one year, and if 
he maintains a satisfactory scholastic average in the Law School, the 
scholarship will continue until he receives his degree.
Louis D. Brandeis Scholarship
The Trustees of the University have established a three-year scholarship 
in memory of the late Justice Louis D. Brandeis, to be awarded by the 
President of Brandeis University to a graduate of that institution who is 
worthy and desirous of studying law at Suffolk University Law School.
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This scholarship will include tuition, all fees, and books necessary for 
the course. The recipient will receive the scholarship for one year, and if 
he maintains a satisfactory scholastic average in the Law School, the scholar­
ship will continue until he receives his degree.
Joseph E. Reilly Scholarship
An annual tuition has been established in memory of Attorney Joseph 
E. Reilly, member of the Class of 1930, by Joseph Schneider, Esquire.
University Scholarships
The Trustees of the University have also established ten scholarships of 
one hundred dollars each, five available in the Day Division and five 
in the Evening Division. These scholarships may be awarded in the 
discretion of the Faculty to needy and deserving students of good scholastic 
standing in the second and third year classes.
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
A. Regular Students
In order that the graduates of the Law School may comply with the 
prelegal college educational requirements for admission to the bar of all 
of the New England states and the majority of others, Suffolk University 
Law School accepts as candidates for the Bachelor of Laws degree appli­
cants who have completed three-quarters of a bachelor’s degree from an 
approved college or university.
Applicants who do not meet the foregoing requirement may consult 
the Registrar of Suffolk University College of Liberal Arts for a program 
of day or evening studies which will prepare them for admission to the 
taw school.
RECOMMENDED PRELEGAL COURSES
Since the majority of our Law School students come from many uni­
versities, the Faculty of the Law School does not specify particular subjects 
for the prelegal course. However, we advise the prospective law student 
to include the following subjects in his college course:
English.
A thorough knowledge of English composition and speech is 
required. A wide vocabulary and a strong skill in paragraph struc­
ture, punctuation and spelling is essential.
History and Government.
The study of English and American history should include the 
development of our common law systems. Courses in government 
should include English and American constitutional government.
1.
2.
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3. Other Courses.
Where possible the student should include logic, some economics 
and accounting.
COMBINED DEGREE PROGRAM
Students in Suffolk University’s colleges are advised to follow this 
program set forth in the college catalogue and receive their college degree 
upon completion of the first year law school subjects as listed in the three 
year course, whether taken in the day or evening division.
B. Special Students
Some mature men and women who do not desire to be candidates for 
the Bachelor of Laws degree, and who demonstrate their ability to profit 
by particular courses, may be admitted as special students.
ADMISSION PROCEDURE
Applicants for admission will present to the Law School Office the 
following:
1. A completed Application Blank accompanied by the Registration 
Fee of five dollars. Blanks may be obtained in person or by mail 
from the Law School Office.
2(a). College graduates will present a certificate from the Registrar 
of their college stating the degree earned and the date on which 
it was conferred.
(b). Applicants who did not graduate from college will present a 
transcript from the college (or colleges) previously attended. 
The transcript should specify courses, the semester when taken, 
with the passing mark, a key to the grades not in percents, and 
a statement of the high or preparatory school units accepted for 
entrance.
3. An applicant who has attended another law school will, in ad­
dition to the two forms required above, furnish a transcript of 
his law school record, and a letter of recommendation from its 
Dean.
A personal interview with the Dean or other member of the Faculty 
Administrative Committee when presenting the Application is desired. 
However, application by mail is possible for persons not yet returned 
from the armed services if the foregoing procedure is completed and two 
letters of recommendation as to the character of the applicant are sent to 
the Law School Office by responsible citizens of his community.
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All applications are voted on by the Faculty Administrative Committee. 
Notification of the action taken will be sent by mail to the applicant at 
the address given on the application unless otherwise requested in writing.
REGISTRATION
Incoming Freshmen will register in the Law School Office on or before 
Wednesday of the second week in September, and attend Orientation 
Lectures given by the President, Dean and Professors as scheduled.
Freshmen, who because of illness or other cogent reason, cannot be 
here on the dates above, may make arrangements for late registration with 
the Dean's Office.
LEGAL APTITUDE TEST
Applicants for admission to Suffolk University of Law School are 
advised, but not required, to take the legal aptitude test conducted by the 
Educational Testing Service of New Jersey. 'This test is conducted several 
times annually in the major cities of the United States. For information 
and application form write the Educational Testing Service, Post Office 
Box 592, Princeton, New Jersey, Examinees should request that the results 
of the test be forwarded to the Suffolk University Law School.
ADVANCED STANDING
Advanced standing toward the degree of Bachelor of Laws may be 
granted for courses successfully completed in approved law schools, if 
such courses are required for the degree in Suffolk University Law School, 
in the discretion of the Faculty, and subject to the following conditions:
1. Applicants for admission with advanced standing for courses taken 
in another law school must comply with the Requirements for Ad­
mission to Suffolk University Law School in operation at the time 
of admission to the other law school, and must file transcripts of the 
record of their work in other law schools.
2. Credit will not be granted for any course required at Suffolk in 
which the applicant received a grade at the other law school below 
C, or the grade which is required by such other law school for the 
degree. The total advanced standing in required courses shall not 
exceed the first and second year’s courses of the three-year program 
at Suffolk University Law School. Elective credit at Suffolk may 
be granted for any other courses in the discretion of the Faculty 
Administrative Committee.
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3. Students admitted to advanced standing shall be required to pass 
all courses attended during the first year and to obtain an average 
of 75 per cent in all such courses.
4. The right is reserved to refuse such credit, or to allow it upon 
condition or after examination. Credit allowed may be withdrawn 
for unsatisfactory work at Suffolk University Law School.
DAY AND EVENING DIVISIONS
The courses for the degree of Bachelor of Laws in Suffolk University 
Law School are offered in a day and an evening division. The three year 
course in the day division is designed for students who are able to devote 
substantially all of their working time to the study of law. Under the 
Regulations of the School, and under the Rules of the Board of Bar 
Examiners of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, approved by the 
Supreme Judicial Court, only those students who can devote "substantially 
all of their working time”* to the study of law, are eligible to complete 
their law course in the three school years or six semesters. Students who, 
because of the necessity of devoting substantial time to outside employ­
ment, or other reason, cannot devote substantially all of their working 
time to the study of law, may enroll in the part time day division or 
evening division course and complete their work for the degree in four 
school years, or eight semesters.
The subjects in the two courses are the same as are also the scholastic 
requirements for the degree.
* See Rule lb of Rules of the Board of Bar Examiners of the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts.
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
Suffolk University believes that the development of a well rounded 
legal education demands a thorough training with special emphasis upon 
the fundamental branches of the law. It also recognizes that there are 
other branches, which, while important and essential to the equipment 
of the lawyer, and valuable from the standpoint of information, are less 
vital to the understanding of basic principles or to the development of 
legal reasoning.
The undergraduate curriculum, accordingly, is divided into two groups, 
the first of which includes courses which all applicants for a degree are 
required to take. The second group includes subjects, among which a 
certain degree of election or choice is permitted, — the requirement being 




< X Administrative Law 
'' Agency ■■■■■ i.
Bills and Notes —' ~ 
Business Associations 











Personal Property ■“ 
Practice and Procedure 
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Accounting for Lawyers 2
Advanced Labor Law 2
Advanced Taxation 3
Bankruptcy and Creditor’s Rights 2
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All the above courses in Group II will not be offered in each year. A
selection of courses to be offered in any year will be made and announced.
GRADING SYSTEM
Tests and examinations are graded on the basis of 100 per cent for 
perfect work. Reports of grades are made by letters which have the follow­
ing per cent values;
90-100% = A 
80-89% = B 
75-79% = C
70-74% = D and is passing grade
65-69% = E unsatisfactory
0 -64% = F and is failure grade
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REQUIREMENTS FOR 
THE BACHELOR OF LAWS DEGREE
A petition for the degree of Bachelor of Laws will not be considered 
unless the candidate has complied with the following requirements:
(a) The candidate must have presented proof of completion of pre- 
legal education sufficient to comply with the Admission Require­
ments hereinbefore stated.
(b) Such petitioner must have completed at least three years of study 
in a day law school requiring students to devote substantially all 
of their working time to the study of law, at least one of which 
years shall have been in Suffolk University Law School; or have 
completed at least four years of law study in a part-time law 
school, whether day or evening, and in which the student has 
devoted part time to law study, and in such case, two of such years 
shall be in Suffolk University Law School.
(c) Such petitioner shall have obtained a scholastic grade of at least 
70 per cent in 64 semester hours in the courses in Group I, and 
a general average of all grades in such courses of at least 75 per 
cent.
(d) Such petitioner shall have obtained passing grade (70%) in at 
least 8 semester hours in the courses in Group II.
Compliance with the foregoing requirements will not entitle a candi­
date, as of right, to a favorable recommendation on his petition. The 
Faculty will take into consideration character, effort and general scholastic 
ability of the candidate, as reflected by his entire record in determining 
its recommendation on such petition.
HONORS
Students who have done conspicuously good work, and who have 
complied with all requirements for the degree, may, in the discretion of 
the Faculty, be granted the degree with honors.
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SCHEDULE OF SUBJECTS 











































































Required (Group I) =68 Semester Hours 
Electives (Group II) = 8 Semester Hours 
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FOUR YEAR COURSE 




































































































68 Semester Hours 
8 Semester Hours 
76 Semester Hours
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REGULATIONS
1. Programs of lectures shall be restricted to not more than fifteen hours 
a week in any semester except by special permission of the Dean or of 
the Faculty Administrative Committee.
2. Students will not be permitted to take courses not scheduled for 
their respective classes, except by special action of the Faculty Admin­
istrative Committee.
3. Credit will not be given for courses taken in this or any other Law 
School unless credit for such courses was obtained within five years 
from the date of current registration of the applicant therefor.
4. All students are required to attend their classes and examinations as 
scheduled. If absences are for reasons of illness or other causes beyond 
the control of the student and not due to his fault, certificate to that 
effect, stating the circumstances, must be filed in the Dean’s office.
PROBATION
5. A student who, at the end of any year has an average in Required 
Courses of less than 75 per cent, or who has failed in four (4) or 
more semester hours in Required Courses, if permitted to remain in 
the School, shall be on probation. A student on probation may take 
only such courses as may be approved by the Faculty Administrative 
Committee.
6. Students on probation shall be required to remove conditions and 
attain an average of 75 per cent or more in Required Courses on or 
before the end of the next two succeeding Fall and Winter semesters.
RE-EXAMINATION
7. A student who has only one E, in a course or part thereof may take 
re-examination therein without special permission at any regular 
examination period.
8. Re-examination may not be taken without special permission —
(a) If a student has a grade of E in more than one course.
(b) If a student has a grade of F in any course.
(c) In any course in which the student has passing grade.
(d) Petitions for re-examination must be filed at least 30 days before 
the next regular examination period.
9. Special examinations at other than regular examination periods will 
be given only upon petition stating the reasons therefor, and upon 
favorable action thereon by the Faculty Administrative Committee.
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CHANGES
10. The Faculty of the Law School reserves the right to change the 
schedule of lectures, the program of instruction, the requirements for 
credits or degrees, and any rule or regulation established for the 
government of the student body in the school. Any such change may 
be made applicable to students already enrolled in the School.
TUITION AND FEES
Registration Fee:
Original applications of admission to the University must be accom­
panied by a Registration Fee of $5.00. This fee is not a part of the tuition 
and will not be refunded unless the applicant is refused admission. On 
written request the fee may be applied to another year. Veterans must 
pay the Registration Fee which is refundable by the University after the 
veteran has submitted his "Letter of Eligibility.”
Graduation Fee:
A Graduation Fee of $20.00 is required, payable prior to Commence­
ment.
TUITION
Tuition for those who enroll in the three year full-time course will be 
$400 yearly for the first and second semesters.
Students who enroll in the four year part-time day or evening division 
will be charged $15 per semester hour.
Each semester’s tuition is paid in the Bursar’s Office on registration day 
at the beginning of each semester.
WITHDRAWALS AND REFUNDS
Students who are obliged to withdraw before the end of a semester 
will be charged a proportional part of the entire tuition depending on the 
period of actual attendance in the School from the date of enrollment, 
according to the following schedule;
Period of Attendance Tuition Refund
One week of opening of semester........................................80%
Two weeks of opening of semester......................................^0%
Three weeks of opening of semester......................................40%
Four weeks of opening of semester........................................20%
After four weeks of opening of semester...........................  0%
To receive a refund a student must file in advance with the Law School 
Office, a notice of his intention to withdraw, or if that is not possible, a 
written explanation of his withdrawal within five days thereafter.
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LECTURE HOURS
Evening Classes begin not earlier than 6 p.m. Classes in the day division 
begin not earlier than 9 a.m., and end not later than 4 p.m.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
Administrative Law. Three Semester Hours
Powers of administrative agencies; constitutional problems involved in 
statutes creating such agencies; the rights of parties to notice of proceed­
ings; the necessity, form and service of pleadings; the right to appear, 
rights to summons; procedure before such agencies; conduct of hearings; 
evidence and the examination of witnesses; right to official notice of actions 
and judgments; rights and methods of judicial review. The course deals 
with both Federal and State administrative agencies.
Gellhorn, Administrative Law — Cases and Comments
Agency. Professor Abrams Two Semester Hours
Nature of the agency relation; master and servant; independent con­
tractor; the agent’s authority; formalities; nature and extent of the agent’s 
authority, actual and apparent; parties — disclosed and partially disclosed 
principal; parties —^ undisclosed principal; unauthorized transactions; 
notice; ratifications, termination; principal’s right to diligence and fidelity; 
agent’s rights against principal.
Mechem, Cases on Agency; Tiffany, The Law of Agency
Bankruptcy and Creditor’s Rights. Professor Jackson
Two Semester Hours
The law of assignments for the benefit of creditors; the Federal Bank­
ruptcy Act as amended to date; definitions; courts and their jurisdiction; 
bankrupts and creditors; the bankrupt estate and its distribution; reorgani­
zation of corporations under the act; bankruptcy procedure.
Act of 1898 as amended
Bills and Notes. Professor Parke, Dean O’Brien, Professor Hurley
Four Semester Hours
Law merchant basis of subject; assignability and negotiability; formal 
requisites of negotiable bills and notes; nature of original obligations 
of all parties; principles of negotiation; rights of holders and of other 
transferees; warranties; presentment and notice of dishonor; rights of 
action upon negotiable instruments and defenses real and personal to suits 
upon such.
Aigler, Cases on Bills and Notes; Britton, On Bills and Notes
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Business Associations. Professor O’Donohue Four Semester Hours 
Formation, operation and dissolution of partnerships and unincorporated 
associations; rights and obligations of members and creditors. Formation, 
management and dissolution of corporations: rights, duties and liabilities 
of promoters, stockholders, directors and creditors.
Crane, Partnerships; Ballantine, Corporations Mass, statutes and cases
Conflict of Laws. Professor Williams Two Semester Hours
General principles; domicil; jurisdiction; judgments; full faith and 
credit; res judicata; federal courts; foreign courts; corporations; contracts 
and conveyances; tort obligations and workmen’s compensation; pro­
cedure; probate of estates; taxation; marriage and divorce; custody; legiti­
macy and adoption.
Lorenzen, Cases on Conflict of Laws; Goodrich, Text on Conflict of Laws
Constitutional Law. Professor Powell Three Semester Hours
Analysis of selected decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States 
in the field of Constitutional Law, with special attention to the major 
problems of federalism and constitutional limitations in favor of individual 
liberty and private property. Commerce: Police Power, Taxation.
McGovney, Cases on Constitutional Law with 1946 Supplement
Contracts. Professor Baldes, Professor Williams Six Semester Hours 
Contracts defined and classified: capacity of parties; nature and legal 
effect of offer and acceptance; consideration; types of consideration; fraud, 
mistake and undue influence; statute of frauds; types of illegal contracts; 
effect of illegality; interpretation of language; operation of contracts; 
assignment by acts of parties and by operation of law; effect of conditions 
precedent, concurrent and subsequent; performance of conditions; waiver 
of conditions; recission of contracts; performance; excuses for non-per­
formance including novations, impossibility of performance; breach of 
contracts and remedies therefor; damages, nominal and compensatory; 
quasi contracts.
Corbin, Cases on Contracts; Clark, On Contracts
Conveyancing. Professor Getchell Two Semester Hours
Real estate purchase and sale agreements; form and essentials of deeds; 
mortgages, including extension, assignment, discharge, redemption and 
foreclosure; easements, profits, covenants, restrictions and servitudes; tax 
liens and other liens; registered land; examination of title and passing 
papers on sale or mortgage of land.
Partridge, Deeds, Mortgages and Easements 
Walsh, A Treatise on Mortgages
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Criminal Law. Professor Flynn Three Semester Hours
General principles; sources of criminal law; crimes defined; criminal 
intent; jurisdiction of courts to punish crimes; defenses open to persons 
accused of crime; classification of crimes and criminals; homicide, justifi­
able and felonious; murder in various degrees; manslaughter; rape; rob­
bery ; burglary; arson; mayhem; affray; assault; larceny, common law and 
statutory; embezzlement; false pretenses; forgery; conspiracy; bribery; 
perjury; contempt of court; libel; polygamy and sexual offenses; court 
procedure; arrest, commitment, arraignment; trial; sentence.
Miller, On Criminal Law 
Flynn, Massachusetts Cases on Criminal Law
Domestic Relations. Professor Levis Two Semester Hours
Marriage and marital relations; engagements to marry; marriage at 
common law and by statute; antenuptial, and po-'-nuptial settlements; 
separate support or maintenance; annu ling and am • i, ig marriage; rights 
or husband and wife; duties regarding children; limitations as to con­
tractual rights between husband and wife; divorce in general; grounds of 
divorce; defenses and answers in divorce; vacating decrees of divdrce; 
alimony; custody and maintenance of minor children; parent and child, 
rights, duties, and liabilities of each; effect of domestic and foreign 
divorces; separation by agreement; venue and domicil; legitimacy, illegiti­
macy and adoption,
Compton, Cases on Domestic Relations
Equity. Professor D. R. Simpson, Professor Baldes
Four Semester Hours
Definition and history; scope, and jurisdiction of equity courts; equitable 
relief; specific performance; injunction; accident; mistake; fraud; penal­
ties and forfeitures; pecuniary remedies; kinds of equitable remedies; 
maxims of equity; equitable doctrines; assignments; estoppel; laches; con­
tribution; subrogation; exoneration; equitable servitudes and burdens; 
equitable liens; bills to reach and apply; interpleader; equitable replevin; 
bills of discovery; ne exeat.
McClintock, Text on Equity; Cook, Cases on Equity, 4th ed.
Equity Practice. Professor Reed Two Semester Hours
Jurisdiction and venue; parties to the suit; essentials of the bill of com­
plaint ; creditors’ bills; fraudulent conveyances; demurrers; pleas; answers; 
master’s report; findings; decrees — preliminary, interlocutory and final.
Chaffee & Simpson
L
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Evidence. Professor Flynn, Professor Levis Three Semester Hours
General principles; who may be a witness; qualification, privileges and 
impeachment of witnesses; burden of proof; relevancy; things that need 
not be proved; hearsay; exceptions to hearsay rule; opinion evidence, 
admissions, parole evidence rule; examination and cross-examination of 
witnesses; qualification and examination of experts.
McCormick, Cases on Evidence; McKelvey, On Evidence
Federal Procedure. Professor Stinchfield Two Semester Hours
Law applicable in Federal Courts; commencement of action; pleadings; 
remedies and appeals; rules of civil procedure; rules of criminal procedure.
Future Interests. Professor Getchell Two Semester Hours
Reversions, remainders and executory interests at common law and 
under modern legislation. The creation and execution of powers of ap­
pointment. The construction of limitations, particularly of class gifts. The 
nature and application of the rule against remotely contingent interests, 
and related rules
Getchell, Aids to the Study of Future Interests; Newhall, Future Interests
Insurance. Professor Williams Two Semester Hours
Regulation of insurance business; insurable interest; the insurance 
contract; the interests protected by contracts of insurance; construction of 
policies; rights under policies; rights by subrogation.
Vance, Text on Insurance; Vance, Cases on Insurance
Judicial Proof. Professor Levis Two Semester Hours
Circumstantial and testimonial evidence; recollection; narration; per­
ception ; scientific processes; handwriting expert testimony; fingerprinting; 
ballistics; toxicology; blood tests; modus operand!; trial technique; com­
parison between the science of proof and the trial rules of admissibility; 
the practical application and operation of the rules of evidence in the trial 
of a cause.
Two Semester HoursJurisprudence. Professor Birmingham
The course in Jurisprudence is intended to give the student an oppor­
tunity to view the law in its building and to observe it in something of its 
wholeness. The gains and the losses in human thought and understanding 
which have added to and taken away from the security of man’s life and 
wellbeing are examined, together with the results as they have been 
established and with the trends of thought now observable.
Text Book of Jurisprudence, George Whitecross Paton
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Labor Law. Professor Kowal Two Semester Hours
The growth of the Labor Movement; The Labor Injunction — Picket­
ing; The Clayton Act; The Norris-LaGuardia Act; The Taft-Hartley Act; 
The Collective Bargaining Relationship; Scope of the NLRA; Methods of 
the NLRB; The Individual and the Union.
Cases on Labor Law — Cox — 2nd Edition
Landlord and Tenant. Professor D. R. Simpson Two Semester Hours 
Relation between landlord and tenant; summary process; use and occu­
pation; implied and express tenancies; agreements for lease; tenancies for 
years, from year to year; at will; at sufferance; termination of tenancies; 
rights and liabilities of landlord and tenant; quiet enjoyment; rights of 
third persons against landlord; against tenant.
Simpson, Massachusetts Law of Landlord and Tenant
Legal Ethics. Professor Baldes One Semester Hour
Course based upon the code of ethics adopted by the American Bar 
Association annotated to date. It covers all ordinary phases of the obliga­
tions of an attorney including the relation between attorney and client, the 
attorney and the courts and his duty to the public.
Cheatham, Cases and Materials on the Legal Profession
Legal Method. Mr. Donahue One Semester Hour
An introduction to the judicial process, comprising a brief history of the 
English courts and the organization of the present day court systems. 
Technique of reading and analyzing cases, with special emphasis upon 
abstracting reported cases. Legal bibliography and the use of law books. 
Introduction to the technique of legal writing.
Textbook: Special materials
Municipal Corporations. Professor Archer Two Semester Hours 
Nature, functions, limitations and controls; cities and towns, powers 
and duties; officers and employees; ordinance and by-laws; streets, sewers, 
municipal utilities; contracts and torts; appropriations; taxation and special 
assessments; public schools.
Fordham, Local Government Law
Personal Property, Mr. Donahue Two Semester Hours
Nature of personal property; possession; rights of a finder; bailments; 
common law and statutory, contractual and equitable, liens; pledges; 
acquisition of ownership of personal property by accession and confusion; 
gifts.
Bigelow, Cases on Personal Property; 
Brown on Personal Property
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Pleading and Practice. Professor Parke, Professor Wyman
Three Semester Hours
The course, dealing particularly with Massachusetts practice, includes 
consideration of the following: Jurisdiction of the various courts; venue; 
forms, substance and service of writs including attachments and arrest; 
the various kinds of action at law; parties; declarations; motions to dismiss, 
answers in abatement, demurrers, answers to the merits; amendments, 
interrogatories; notice to admit facts; proceedings before auditors and 
masters; exceptions; appeals; report procedure in district and superior 
courts: judgment and execution; extraordinary writs. Bills in equity and 
other equity pleadings.
Public Utilities. Professor Williams Two Semester Hours
Activities regarded as public utilities; history of regulation; purposes 
of regulation; power to regulate — constitutional limitations; state and 
federal statutes; regulation by commission; specific utilities regulated; 
competition and control of monopoly; certificates of public convenience 
and necessity; restraining unauthorized competition; suspension and 
abandonment of services and facilities; expansion of facilities; duty to 
serve — excuses; rate regulation and rate making; discrimination and 
preferences; liability.
Welch, Cases on Public Utility Regulation, 3d Edition.
Real Property. Professor Getchell Two Semester Hours
Historical development of land ownership; real property defined; 
fixtures; capacity to own and dispose of land; how title may be acquired; 
estates in fee simple; estates tail; life estates; dower, curtesy and home­
stead ; estates for years and at will; qualified estates.
Getchell, Notes on Real Property
Remedies. Professor D. R. Simpson Two Semester Hours
The organization and function of the principal state and federal courts; 
sources of their authority and jurisdiction. Jurisdiction: of the cause of 
action; of the parties; jurisdiction in rem and in personam; venue. Com­
mencement of an action; the cause of action; personal, real and mixed 
actions; selection of the proper courts; writs, attachment and trustee 
prcKess; subpoenas; service. The pleadings: declarations, bills, demurrers, 
pleas and answers. Appearances.
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Sales. Professor Parke, Dean O’Brien Three Semester Hours
Sale contract defined; sales of specific goods; executory contracts to sell 
unspecified goods; subsequent appropriation; risk of loss; conditional 
sales; rights of unpaid seller; rights of third persons as affected by want 
of delivery or retention of possession by seller; warranties; bills of lading, 
warehouse receipts, trust receipts; rights and liabilities of parties in cases 
of breach of contract; statute of frauds.
Security. Professor Parke
Void, Text on Sales; Bogert, Cases on Sales 
Three Semester Hours
Nature of the contracts of guarantor and of surety; statute of frauds in 
relation to guaranty; the defences of the surety against the creditor; the 
rights of the surety before and after payment against creditor, principal 
debtor, cosurety; subrogation, reimbursement, contribution, exoneration, 
marshalling. Various kinds of bonds. Nature of mortgages and pledges 
of personal property; rights of mortgagor, mortgagee, pledgor and pledgee, 
attaching creditors. Nature of real estate mortgages; recording statutes; 
foreclosure and redemption; suits for deficiency; surplus; assignment and 
discharge; actions and defences in cases of non-negotiable and negotiable 
obligations secured by real estate mortgages. Extension, subrogation, con­
tribution, exoneration, marshalling.
Taxation. Professor O’Donohue Four Semester Hours
Federal income tax, gross income, deductions, net income, gains and 
losses, corporations, partnerships, estates and trusts, preparation and filing 
returns, deficiencies, refunds, procedural questions. Gift taxes, estate taxes.
Prentice Hall, Tax Course
Torts. Professor Hurley, Professor Schneider Six Semester Hours
Torts defined; who may be liable; extent of liability; defenses to action 
of tort; torts against persons; assault and battery; false imprisonment; 
slander and libel; alienation and seduction; torts against property and 
property rights; deceit; unfair competition; infringement of patents and 
copyrights; interference with contracts; violation of rights to support of 
land; violation of water rights; trespass to property; conversion; nuisance; 
waste; malicious prosecution; abuse of process and unwarranted arrest and 
attachment; the law of negligence — degrees of negligence; function of 
court and jury; res ipsa loquitur; violation of statute; automobile law; 
compulsory insurance; cause and condition; standards of care; employer 
and employee; contributory negligence; imputed negligence.
Seavey, Keaton & Thurston, Cases on Torts; Prosser on Torts
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Trusts. Professor D. R. Simpson Three Semester Hours
Trusts defined and classified; trusts and other relationships distinguished; 
express trusts; how created; resulting and constructive trusts; interpretation 
of trust instrument; appointment and powers of trustees; rights and lia­
bilities of trustees; rights and liabilities of beneficiaries; charitable trusts, 
origin and development; how charities may be created; charities and the 
rule against perpetuities; cy-pres doctrine, when and how invoked; powers 
and duties of trustees; trustees’ liability on contracts and for torts; princi­
pal and income accounts; remedies under trusts; termination of trusts.
Loring, Trustees Handbook (Shattuck Revision);
Scott (4th ed.). Cases on Trusts
Wills and Probate. Professor Getchell, Mr. Cotter
Two Semester Hours
The legal essentials of the execution, amendment, and revocation of 
wills; construction of wills; mistake, misnomer and misdescription in 
wills; bases for contest of wills; laws of intestate succession; laws for pro­
tection of widows, natural born and adopted children; effects of divorce 
and legal separation; probate of wills and intestate estates.
Leach, Cases on Wills; Massachusetts statutes and cases
Workmen’s Compensation Law and Rights of Injured Workers.
Professor Horovitz Two Semester Hours
The course will deal mainly with the workmen’s compensation law on 
a nation-wide basis but with special reference to Massachusetts; it will also 
cover the allied subjects of the rights of injured workers under railroad, 
admiralty, and tort law; special emphasis will be placed upon the phase 
"Personal Injury by Accident Arising Out of and in the Course of the 
Employment.’’ Other important provisions common to compensation law 
wil be considered.
Horovitz, on "Workmen’s Compensation; Nacca Law Journal
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CANDIDATES FOR BACHELOR OF LAWS DEGREE
Class of 1954
Bagdoian, Shirley M., Lawrence 
Baker, Chester E., Quincy 
Brennan, Edward F., Quincy 
Briand, Alphonse J., Woburn 
(B.S. in B.A., Boston University) 
Brown, George A., Manchester 
Burns, James H., Jr., Pittsfield 
(B.S. in A., Bryant College) 
Caggiano, Gabriel R., West Somerville 
Celeste, Vincent J., East Boston 
Churchill, Phyllis E., Wakefield 
Connolly, Joseph P., South Boston 
Crowley, Neal F., Milton 
Dante, Joseph V., East Boston 
Dauphinee, George R., Dorchester 
(B.S. in B.A., Suffolk University) 
Decoulos, Nicholas J., Peabody 
DiMare, Charles A., Medford 
DiTommaso, Joseph F., Marlboro 
Donovan, John J., Winchester 
(A.B.. St. Anselm’s College) 
Druken, Thomas P., Medford 
Duggan, John R.. Jamaica Plain 
(A.B., Harvard College)
Falkner, Elque L., Dorchester 
Fatles, Saul, Dorchester 
Finneran, Francis D., Roxbury 
Gilman, Bernard M., Salem 
Glazer, Leonard, Dorchester 
Goode, Cecil W., Boston 
(A.B., Lincoln University)
Harney, Robert E., Hyde Park 
(A.B., Harvard College)
Hersch, Leonard, Brighton 
Horowitz, Austin N., Roxbury 
Houten, Philip A., Dorchester 
Keane, Austin W., Worcester 
,(B.S. in B.A., Holy Cross College) 
Klarfeld, S. Myron, Roxbury 
(B.B.A., University of Miami) 
Kunian, Alan E., Boston 
LaPlerre, Raymond L., Leominster 
(A.B., Clark University)
Lavery, Henry D., Billerica 
Lebowitz, Walter B., Methuen 
Macaronis, Nicholas, Lowell 
Maloney, John A., Boston
(B.S. in B.A., Suffolk University) 
Mazmanian, Arshag A., Roxbury 
McAllister, James P., Hyde Park 
McCormack, Edgar P., Brighton 
(A.B., Boston College)
McLaughlin, Herbert J., Providence, R. I.
(B.S. in A., Bryant College)
Meehan, Francis P., South Hadley Falls 
Mollica, Samuel, Medford 
Morin, Therese J., Boston 
Mullen, Francis R., East Boston 
Murray, Francis A. R., Jamaica Plain 
(A.B., Holy Cross College)
Panunzio, Saverio R., Saugus 
Petze, John, East Weymouth 
Powell, Edward D., Middleboro 
Powers, Gerard A., East Boston 
Quinlan, John J., Peabody 
Ryan, John J., Roslindale 
Sargent, David J., Medford 
Sharry, John W,, Boston 
(B,S., Holy Cross College)
Shorten, Joseph H., Boston 
(A,B., Bowdoin College)
Silverman, Henry H., Brookline 
Sokolosky, Eugene E,, Boston 
Spurr, Thomas H., Jr,, Boston 
(B.S. in B.A., Boston University) 
Steele, Walter E., Jamaica Plain 
Sullivan, Russel F., North Quincy 
Tobin, Francis J., Lynn 
Tobin, Leonard P., Arlington 
Walsh, John J., Brighton 
Wannie, T. Walter, West Quincy 
White, Vincent A., Peabody 
Winthrop, Gerald S., Brighton 
Wyatt, Wilbur T., Roxbury 
(A.B., Virginia State College)
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CANDIDATES FOR BACHELOR OF LAWS DEGREE
Class of 1955
Banda, James F., Somerville 
Begley, William E., Fort Devens 
Bergliaus, William C., Brookline 
Brody, Richard S., Brookline
(B.S. in B.A., Suffolk University) 
Burgoyne, Leo A., Lowell 
Burke, John F., Lawrence 
Butters, Edward A., Norwood 
i(A.B., Boston College)
Calista, Joseph Q., Central Falls, R. I. 
Clark, Leigh F., Brighton 
(B.S., Bowdoin College)
Clifford, John P., Watertown 
Coan, Edmund ]., Roslindale 
(B.S., A.M., Boston College)
Cohen, Harold, Dorchester 
Conlon, Paul A., Dorchester 
Connolly, Michael G., Bedford 
Conway, William C, Newton 
(B.S., Boston College)
Crowley, William J., Jr., Jamaica Plain 
(A.B., Holy Cross College)
Dacey, James W., Milton 
Deponte, Robert E., Taunton 
DiGiovanni, Anthony F.,
Waterbury, Conn.
(B.S. in A., Bryant College)
Doran, Francis M., Natick 
(B.S., Boston College)
Downey, Edward J., Roslindale 
Doyle, Joseph F., Salem 
Doyle, Richard J., Beverly 
Ecclestone, Arthur G., Jr., Sharon 
(A.B., A.M., Boston University) 
Ford, Robert A., Roxbury 
Franklin, Gerald, Povidence, R. I.
(B.S. in B.A., Bryant College) 
Furfari, Santo, Boston 
Galarneaux, William J., North Quincy 
(B.S. in B.A., Boston University) 
Gold, Harriet, Revere 
Gray, Charles B., Jr., Wollaston 
Hawes, Joseph W., South Peabody 
Holland, Walter J., South Boston 
Hutton, Albert L., Newton
Johnson, Ellsworth T., Gloucester 
Johnston, William F., Newton Centre 
Kaffel, Joseph C., Boston 
Kallis, John N., Braintree 
Kelly, Mortimer F., Dorchester 
King, Richard P., Newton 
Lagrotteria, Francisco R., Boston 
(A.B., Suffolk University)
Lally, Richard J., Dorchester 
Lausier, Paul L., Marblehead 
(A.B., Suffolk University)
Leahy, Richard A., Brookline 
Levin, Harvey W., Marblehead 
Luby, William J., Worcester 
(A.B., Holy Cross College)
Lydon, Patrick J., Dorchester 
Macdonald, William B., Swampscott 
(B.S. in B.A., Suffolk University) 
Mandell, Ira J., Dorchester 
(B.B.A., Boston University) 
McCarthy, James R., Quincy 
McColough, Raymond F.,
North Billerica 
Mollica, Frank, Boston 
Murphy, Daniel J., Jamaica Plain 
Murphy, Daniel W., Lynnfield Centre 
(B.S. in S.S., Boston College) 
Nixon, James J., Jr., Waltham 
(A.B., Monmouth College)
Nolan, John J., Derby, Connecticut 
(B.S., Holy Cross College)
O'Neil, John H., Somerset 
(A.B., Providence College)
Palmer, Patricia F., Boston
(A.B., A.M., Boston University) 
Patriquin, Herbert F., Foxboro 
Piscitello. Ignatius R. J., Lawrence 
Pitchel, Sheldon H., Malden 
Puopolo, Francis A., South Boston 
Rinaldi, John F., Boston 
(A.B., Boston College)
Sabine, Paul V., Quincy 
Sakey, Albert A., Allston 
Saklad, Bernard. Dorchester 
(A.B., Brandeis Llniver.sity)
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Saloman, Ronald D. Jack, Brookline 
Schmalz, Richard A., Sudbury 
(A.B., Yale University)
Schroeder, Richard E., Boston
(B.S. in E.E., Michigan State College) 
Schulz, Robert E., Wollaston 
(A.B., Suffolk University)
Simmons, Maxine J., Cranston, R. I. 
Smookler, Sidney, Malden
(B.S. in Ed., Boston University) 
Spillane, Donnell E., Weymouth 
Spillane, John C., Brighton 
(B.S., Holy Cross College)
Spivack, Samuel, Everett 
(A.B., Suffolk University) 
Sullivan, Raymond H., Lynn 
(A.B., Boston College) 
Tashjian, Arsen, Everett 
Tiernan, Paul E., West Somerville 
Tierney, John J., Jr., Dorchester 
Toscano, Robert N., Watertown 
Vaitses, Theodore J., Melrose 
Vinci, Paul J., M^ford 
Wallace, George S., Jamaica Plain 
(A.B., Harvard College) 
Waterman, Charles, Boston
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Bartolomeo, Luciano, East Boston 
Beaudoin, Harold A., Newtonville 
Bresnahan, John C., Lawrence 
i(B.S., University of Notre Dame) 
Cannon, Herbert T., Brighton 
Carlevale, S. John, Hyde Park 
(A.B., Harvard College)
Coblyn, Earl W., Cambridge 
Connelly, Cornelius P., Charlestown 
Conway, Joseph W., Roslindale 
Coroa, Gilbert M., Fall River 
(B.S. in A., Bryant College)
Costello, John W., Jamaica Plain 
(B.S., Holy Cross College)
Cote, Richard A., North Providence, R. I.
(A.B., Boston University) 
Coulopoulos, Constance, Boston 
Cusack, Richard J., Salem 
(A.B., Suffolk University)
Day, George R., Stoneham
(B.S. in B.A., Suffolk University) 
Delaney, James M., Waltham 
Dolan, James H., Jr., Medford 
(B.S. in B.A., Northeastern Univ.) 
Donohue, David A., Worcester 
(B.S., Holy Cross College)
Dravis, Christopher, Boston 
(B.S., Boston University)
Fitzgerald, William J., Milton 
Fitzgibbon, Cyril J., Boston 
Fulton, Paul, Bedford 
(A.B., Harvard College)
Gibbons, Walter F., South Boston 
Gilbody, John J., Dorchester 
(A.B., Harvard College)
Hanley, Grace, Brookline 
(A.B., Suffolk University)
Hannon, Edward P., Swampscott 
Healy, Daniel W., Dorchester 
Hession, Jeanne M., Dorchester 
Horvitz, Simeon L., New Bedford 
Howard, Donald J., Worcester 
(B.S. in Ed.,
Worcester State Teachers College)
Howard, Frank H., Stoneham 
(B.S., Boston University)
Johnson, Arnold E., Cranston, R. I.
(B.S. in A., Bryant College) 
Kenneally, George V., Jr., Dorchester 
Knight, John L., Brighton 
Kozloski, William A., Dorchester 
Kurland, Leo L, Chelsea 
Lezer, Leon R., Boston
(B.S., M.D., University of Vermont) 
Linnehan, James F., Lowell
(B.B.S., Northeastern University) 
Maguire, John F., Jr., Wayland 
Mann, Norman H., Jr., Warren, R. I.
(A.B., Providence College) 
McGachie, Harry L., Brookline 
(B.B.A., Clark University) 
McGrimley, Thomas J., Jamaica Plain 
(B.S., Boston University;
M.Ed., Boston College)
McNulty, Raymond J., Lynn 
(B.S., Villanova College)
Misserian, Edward, Watertown 
|(B.S. in B.A., Suffolk University) 
Moakley, John J., South Boston 
Monthero, John H., Boston
(B.S. in B.A., Boston University) 
Munzert, George C., Roslindale 
Mulhern, John F., Jamaica Plain 
(B.S., Boston College)
Murphy, Paul A., Lynn 
O'Connor, John F., Worcester
(B.S. in B.A., Holy Cross College) 
O’Neill, William J., Brighton 
(A.B., Providence College)
O'Shea, Joseph L., Hyde Park 
(B.S., Boston College)
Paleologos, Arthur A., Woburn 
Parry, William B., Northboro 
Riordan, Jeremiah J., Brockton 
Rosenthal, Sidney J., Brookline 
Sacco, Rudolph A., Newton 
(B.S., Boston College)
Scannell, William F., Worcester 
((B.S., Holy Cross College)
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Scutiere, Donald J., Lynn
(B.S. in B.A., Boston University) 
Smith, Helen A., Brighton 
Sooley, Richard R., Bellingham 
(A.B., Boston University)
Sullivan, Francis A., East Boston 
Tarlin, Anna, Brookline 
(B.B.A., Boston University) 
Wallace, William R., Arlington
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Bean, Ruth F., Salem
(B.S., Simmons College)
Bly, Belden G., Jr,, Saugus
(A.B., Northeastern University;
M.Ed., Boston University)
Burke, Marilyn T., Dedham 
(A.B., Regis College)
Cauchon, Robert V., Lakewood, R. I.
(A.B., Yale University)
Cole, Benjamin S., Tuckahoe, New York 
(A.B., New York University)
Conte, John J., Worcester 
(B.S., Holy Cross College)
Contieri, Angelo L., Cambridge 
(B.S., Northeastern University) 
Davidow, Newton S., Roslindale 
(A.B., University of Massachusetts) 
Dififin, William F., Arlington
(B.S., Mass. Institute of Technology) 
DiPesa, William F., Milton 
(A.B., Harvard College)
Doyle, David T., Salem 
(A.B., Boston University)
Driscoll, Michael J., Somerville 
(A.B., Boston University)
Essayan, Armen K., Watertown 
(A.B., Harvard College)
Fallon, John J., Newton
(B.B.A., Northeastern University) 
Freedman, Max, Brookline 
Freeto, Robert P., West Newton 
Gardner, Virginia M., Cambridge 
(B.S., Univ. of New Hampshire;
M.Ed., Boston University)
Gilgun, Frederick V., Woburn 
Guilfoy, Walter J., Dorchester 
Hennessy, Thomas F., Malden 
(B.S., Suffolk University)
Hession, John C., Waltham 
Highter, Richard M., Dorchester 
Hillery, Thomas H., Cambridge 
(A.B., St. Anselm's College)
Judge, Catherine T., West Roxbury 
(B.B.A., Boston University)
Lacey, Edward H., Everett 
Lekas, Theodore P., Worcester 
(B.S., Boston University)
Mahoney, James M., Taunton 
(B.S. in B.A., Bryant College) 
Markiewicz, Raymond V., Lowell 
Martin, Baron H., Grove Hall 
(A.B., Suffolk University)
Matthews, Willard R., North Billerica 
(B.S. in E.E., Univ. of So. Carolina) 
McCormack, Thomas H., Norwood 
Miller, Theron F., Jr., Brookline 
(A.B., University of Michigan) 
Mistretta, Joseph J., Peabody 
Morris, Frank W., Jr., Boston 
(B.S. in Ed., Temple University;
A.M., Boston University) 
Morrissey, Nicholas P., Jr., Mattapan 
(A.B., Rollins College)
Moses, Robert T., Gloucester 
(B.S., Boston College)
O'Halloran, John J., Medford 
O'Neill, Joseph X., Lawrence
(B.S. in Ed., Salem Teachers College) 
Oppewal, Jacob, Grand Rapids, Mich.
(A.B., Calvin College)
Pearlmutter, Fred, Revere 
Reeder, Loren L., Brookline 
(B.S., Bradley University)
Roberts, Gordon T., Concord 
Rogers, Jesse A., Cambridge 
Savage, Robert J., West Roxbury 
(B.S. in B.A., Boston College) 
Scannell, William F., Canton 
(B.S. in B.A., Bryant College)
Sheets, Eugene T., Boston
(B.S. in B.A., Boston University) 
Speronis, Xenophon L., Lowell 
(B.S. in B.A., Northeastern Univ.) 
Stevens, George A., Cambridge 
(A.B., Harvard College)
Stevens, Lois M.. Cambridge 
(B.S., Simmons College)
Sullivan. Joseph C., Cambridge 
Taymor, Howard N., Boston 
Thompson, Lou Ellen, Cambridge 
(A.B., Queens College)
Voss, Allen B., Danvers
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McCarthy, Gerald F., Cambridge 
Nathan, Lawrence H., Revere 
(A.B., LL.B, Boston University)
Rich, Irving J., Newton Centre
SCHOOLS AND DEPARTMENTS 
OF SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY
School of Law
Day and Evening Sessions — Degrees: LL.B., and LL.M.
College of Liberal Arts 
Degrees; A.B., and B.S.
College of Journalism 
Degrees: B.S. in J.
College of Business Administration 
Degrees: B.S. in B.A.
Graduate Departments
Degrees; M.A. in Education; M.S. in Business Administration
Evening Division of the College Departments
Degrees: A.B.; B.S.; B.S. in B.A.; B.S. in General Studies 
Summer Sessions of the Colleges and Graduate Departments only.
★ ★ ★
Appropriate Bulletins are issued by each of the general divisions of 
the University. They may be had by writing The Registrar, Suffolk 
University, 20 Derne Street, Boston 14, Massachusetts.
